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Students demonstrate excellence in public speaking at Speech Contest 
 
A total of 10 students from eight schools participated in the Rainy River District School Board Speech Contest on May 
24, 2017 hosted at Robert Moore School in Fort Frances. Students delivered outstanding speeches on a wide variety 
of topics to educators, family, peers, and community members. 
 
Crossroads School student, Erica Lemelin, achieved first place for her speech entitled “The Hill,” while Robert Moore 
School student, Maya Davis, earned second place for her speech on “The ‘R’ Word,” and Donald Young School 
student, Steven Dueck, captured third place for his speech on “The Myth of Adolescence.” 
 
The judges were Greg Ste. Croix (Fort Frances High School teacher), Pam King (First Nation, Inuit & Metis Education 
Leader); and Kari-Lynn Beckett (Robert Moore School teacher). Tanya Kroocmo (S.T.E.M. Coordinator) and Sandra 
Turner (Rainy River Campus Manager, Confederation College) were the questioners, asking each contestant a 
question following their speech. 
 
Public speaking can be a powerful tool to use for purposes such as motivation, influence, persuasion, or simply 
entertainment. Rainy River District School Board Principal of School Support Services, Peg Keffer, served as the 
event’s emcee recognizing all participating students for their demonstrated skills in public speaking, and the evening 
was a celebration of all the student talent that there is within the School Board. 
 
“I am amazed at the caliber of speeches and the variety of topics on which the contestants spoke,” said Mrs. Keffer. 
“The confidence these students display in public speaking is remarkable and will certainly serve them well in the 
future, whatever career paths they may choose.” 
 
All contestants received certificates for their participation, and awards were presented to the top three achievers. 
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Mission:  “Together, we empower all students to believe in themselves, to achieve, and to dream.” 
 

Vision:  “The Rainy River District School Board is an innovative community, nurturing hearts and minds, to build a 
foundation for tomorrow, today.” 
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